
Christ The Antidote Regarding Death

CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 131.

The Replacement Of The Ten Commandments!

In the Old Testament a most important requirement to the Israelites was their strict adherence to the very
forceful and then important rule of the well known and still worldwide adhered to ''Ten Commandments''.
These were given on the  mount of transfiguration, which was at that time necessary as it was the very
forceful law of God, long, long before the wonderful higher vision given by Jesus.  It would no doubt
please many to know that Jesus also gave His new instructions upon a mountain.   In the 5th Chapter of
Matthew, we read. 

''And seeing great masses of people he went up into the MOUNTAIN; and when he was seated his
disciples came to him.  And with these words he gave them teaching, saying,''  Mt 5:2. Bible in Basic
English.

Many in Christendom today put more credence in the 10 Commandments than what Jesus taught us to
do.   On this mount these are the words that Jesus taught His disciples, also He tells us plainly, 

''A new commandment I give unto you, that you love one another as I have loved you''.  

''And He opened His mouth and taught them, saying, Blessed are the poor in spirit! For theirs is the
kingdom of Heaven.  Blessed are they that mourn! For they shall be comforted.  Blessed are the meek! For
they shall inherit the earth.  Blessed are they who hunger and thirst after righteousness! For they shall be
filled.  Blessed are the merciful! For they shall obtain mercy.  Blessed are the pure in heart! For they shall
see God.  Blessed are the peacemakers! For they shall be called the sons of God.   Blessed are they who
have been persecuted for righteousness sake! For theirs is the kingdom of Heaven.  Blessed are you when
men shall revile you and persecute  you, and shall say all kinds of evil against you falsely, for My sake.
Rejoice and be exceedingly glad, for your reward in Heaven is great. For so they persecuted the prophets
who were before you.''  Matt 5:2-12.  MKJV.

So that which has been well superseded has been replaced by the new.  They have now been replaced
on the Mountain that Jesus preached from,  

''A new commandment I give unto you, that you love one another as I have loved you''.  

The Spiritual Realm That Peter Referred To!
 

''by the power of God, having been kept through faith to a salvation ready to be revealed in the last - or
latter - time;''  1Peter 1:5. MKJV.

In spite of the sense of two worlds men have always attempted to bring harmony into the discords of
human existence, through an attempt by prayer to contact the other world or Spiritual realm to bring God
or Spirit into a realm of which man entertains false concepts, this will never work.  We must understand
this that God has to date been working with us and encouraging us even though we have been functioning
in a realm which is far, far from the understanding or should we say experience that is ours and many more
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are now realising that this is within every one of us.  The question is.  How do we arrive at this - latter day
or - high place?  

''They that seek – or feel after – Me shall find Me''.

God is Spirit, this worldly understanding of existence is what we have been lowered into, purposely.
Why?  ''That we might feel after Him.''  Know this reader!  The destination that we are seeking is already
ours, yes yours.  It is your true Spiritual heritage.  We were lowered, for what purpose?  To come up
higher, we seek, ruminate, meditate, to keep our mind on the higher self, which is within us and is our
heritage.  The Son's of God as mentioned in Rev 12:5, will have a much higher Spiritual out of this world
experience than what many in the end-time message are seeing at the moment.  Those ''caught up to God
and  His throne'' Rev  12:5.  Will  have  rediscovered  their  -  before  the  world  began  -  identity  and
experience''.  Only as we transcend and follow the desire to improve and understand that which only Spirit
can reveal and know that in  spiritual truth we are really not mortal, not even human beings, but we are
pure Spiritual being, divine consciousness, self sustaining life, all inclusive mind.  This light destroys the
illusion of our personal sense of being.

So far then, we understand that I am God, that God is the mind and life of the individual, that body
exists as the idea of God.  God, or I AM, is universal, infinite, omnipotent, and omnipresent; therefore the
idea body is equally indestructible, imperishable, and eternal.  It was never born and will never die.  I shall
never be without the conscious awareness of my spiritual body; therefore, I shall never be without my
spiritual body.

There is not a spiritual universe and a material world, but rather that which appears as our world, it is
the Word made flesh, Spirit made visible, or consciousness expressed as idea.  Please keep well in mind. 

''My kingdom is not of this world''  Why?  It is only within.  Truth as a rule does not appeal to our
natural reasoning, and when it appears to do so, we need to be suspicious and we need to search very
deeply to prove to ourselves the truth of the matter.  Consider Jesus when He walked on the water, when He
fed the multitudes with a few loaves and a few fish, healing the sick and raising the dead --- does all of this
seem reasonable to our natural mind?  If the principle underlying these experiences could be understood
through reason, all the churches would be teaching it as a present possibility and they would recommend it
to be practised.  This principle is apparent only to spiritual sense, and this cultivated spiritual consciousness
can do all the things that Christ ever done.   One has written ''Christ (Jesus) calls Himself the Light of the
world, but he also tells His disciples that they too are the light of the world.  All those that are walking in
the way of the holy spirit as God is leading them, that is Christians, are told, ''The works that I do shall ye
do also''.  One sure sign of not walking in the light is when we judge one another to our standard or way of
thinking.  So we repeat truth is something that must never be judged by the standard of our natural man.  

In our post Part 50. Which was called the End Of Sin.  We share and we understand, that God in one
sense never judges any one of us.

       ''But now in Christ Jesus ye that once were far off are made nigh in the blood of Christ.  For he is our
peace, who made both one, and brake down the middle wall of partition,  having abolished in the flesh the
enmity, even the law of commandments contained in ordinances; that he might create in himself of the two
one new man, so making peace; and might reconcile them both in one body unto God through the cross,
having slain the enmity thereby:  and he came and preached peace to you that were far off, and peace to
them that were nigh:   for through him we both have our access in one Spirit unto the Father.   So then ye
are no more strangers and sojourners, but ye are fellow-citizens with the saints, and  of the household of
God,'' Eph 2:13-19. ASV.  The above verse includes ALL men.

In The Dense Forest Of Words I Was Lost, In The LETTER Of Truth 
Was Tiredness And Fear, But In thy Spirit ONLY Are Shade Water And Rest!

 
The thought that we wish to share if God has taken our judgement from us, even as far as ''The East is
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from the West''  and reconciled us, how just would that make myself or any of us for that matter in God's
plan, in judging our brother.  No the flesh man will always fall short when it comes to Spiritual truth.  

The mere reading of truth is but an acquisition of knowledge, not a deepening and enriching of our
consciousness.  It is the deepening and enriched consciousness which is the Christ that is your experience.
We must endeavour not to live on the mortal plane of consciousness where evil can happen.

In Spirit, there is no division.  In the Spiritual kingdom, there is only one number.  That is number
ONE, and we embody within ourselves the fullness of that number. All that the Father has is mine, because
of my oneness with God.  

Material consciousness sees several billion people in the world, and so many dollars, so much gold, so
much silver, so many trees, so many crops, and they must all be divided.  Spiritual consciousness reveals
that if we have only a few loaves and fishes we  can feed the multitudes.  In spiritual understanding there is
no such thing as division: there is only multiplication, on multiplying itself over and over again.

When Elisha approached the poor widow who had only a handful of meal and a few drops of oil, he
did not waste time praying to God to give her more.  He knew the spiritual law of supply and first asked
her to make him a little cake.  It was as if he had said to her, ''what have you in your house?''  because
spiritually, that is the secret of supply.

We ask the question what have we in our consciousness?  Do not look out into the world and see what
we want and ask for it; do not have an idea in your mind and then pray to God for it.  Ask yourself, ''What
have I in my consciousness?''  What we are saying here is that we would be encouraged to begin to take a
higher path that would encourage us to think a new way, to consider a higher path, many have, and I have
good news for you many have highly succeeded.   ''In the dense forest of words I was lost, in the letter of
truth was tiredness and fear, but in thy Spirit only are shade water and rest.''

Even The Brilliant Minded Can Be Easily Deluded!

It has been reported that a professor who was working on a project in connection with hydrogen was
addressing a group of scientists and physicists on some new phase of the experiment.  He began by saying
that he knew that there were some of those present that still  believed in God.  I must tell you that to
understand this experiment and the higher experiments in nuclear fission, you must accept the fact that
there is no God.  And not only must you accept it, but you must believe it.  I am not telling you this from a
religious standpoint, I am speaking from the standpoint of what I have proved in the laboratory.  There is
no God, and you can stop all this nonsense right here and now. I have proved that everything that exists in
this world is hydrogen in some form, shape or manner.  There is nothing existent that is not composed of
hydrogen.  One of the scientists looked up and said to him, ''But professor, where does the hydrogen come
from?''  ''Oh he replied, that is self created and self sustained''.  The other scientist commented ''I thought
that was God''.  At that the professor stood stock still and said ''You are right, whatever name you give it is
self-maintained, self sustained, and self created; it is the infinite .''  And he himself was convinced!  

Surely if this eminent professor became convinced simply by a very wise Godly believer who was able
to guide this man's thinking in the right manner, many misguided children of God should be able to at least
consider that there is a much, much higher way than what they have walked in before this time!

If that professor could have understood that there is a self-created and self-maintained Substance, he
would have understood also that the substance of all form is eternal, immortal, and governed by that self
same self-creating, self-created, and self maintaining principle Principle or Substance.  Surely we must be
able to go as far as this learned man and agree with that.  We must recognise that the organs and functions
of the body, the food we eat, the air we breathe, or the rain or snow that falls is of that self created and self-
maintained Substance and Activity which the professor called hydrogen, but which we call God.  Because
of that, there is no evil in any of those things. 
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The Enemies Are Within Our Own Household!

Just recently we were quite elated by the following. ''Let us not be disturbed or alarmed when we see the
errors that come in the wake of these forward movements, as if there were any doubt of the outcome.
There might be a doubt if events were left in the hands of man, but they are not at the mercy of man: it is
God  breaking  through.  Although  always  there  will  be  men  to  resist  change,  in  the  end  spiritual
consciousness will come through into the fullest of fruition because it is an unfolding activity of the Spirit
which is God.

This applies not only on a worldwide scale, but also on an individual scale.  Only what is true of the
individual can ever be true on a worldwide scale.  The fact that we have been students of truth for five, ten,
twenty, or thirty years and have not yet found our Utopia should not be disturbing to us.

As the first light of truth breaks through into our consciousness, it finds enmity within us.  A man's
enemies are those of his own household, those of his own consciousness, because as the Spirit, or the light
of truth, breaks into our consciousness, It must necessarily wipe out of us our human ideas.  Many of these
constitute what we feel is our good, and we find ourselves in rebellion against the very spiritual life that
would break through.  If we consciously knew this, there would be no battle, or it would be brief.  However
we do not understand what is taking place; we do not realise that we are warring against the higher spiritual
ideals and instincts which are coming into our consciousness and breaking up the ''old man.''

We have been told that the highest human instinct is the drive toward self-preservation, but at the same
time that strong human instinct is the fiercest enemy of our spiritual development.  Why?  What is it that
we are trying to preserve of our self-hood except what we believe to be good for ourselves?  And what is
the height of spiritual progress?  Not only ''dying'' to the self, but losing one's human sense of life.  Human
instinct says, ''Self-preservation''; spiritual unfoldment says,  ''Lose your life.'' The two are always warring
one with the other.

The idea of self-preservation is the enemy of that spiritual progress which says to us, ''Give, share;
donate; sacrifice.   If  necessary  even  lose  your  life  for  your  friend.   There  is  no  higher  spiritual
demonstration.''  You and I are the greatest enemy to our own spiritual progress if we insist on clinging to
the old ideas of yesterday.

This is not said in judgement of any body in criticism or in condemnation.  It is said to reveal that
which is within ourselves which prevents our own spiritual unfoldment and which is delaying the spiritual
unfoldment peace, and prosperity of all the world.  It is for the purpose of telling us not to lose patience
with ourselves and not to expect to reach Utopia the day after tomorrow, because within each of us the
personal sense of self in any and every form is still to be overcome.''

Consciousness Expressing As Love!

The same above writer would continue.  ''As we fill ourselves with the mystical and spiritual writings of the
world,  which we read because the Light  which is  God has  already touched our soul and mind,  these
inspired writings bring out in us a reaction of ''Yes, yes, yes, this is it.''  We are at one with them.  This is
our assurance that we have been touched, that the infinite divine Consciousness is breaking through, and
with patience It will overcome the enemies within.  It will break down that which would like to cling to
yesterday's ideas and ideals and that the idea that self-preservation is the first law of nature, whereas the
sacrifice of personal interest for the universal brotherhood is the first law of spiritual unfoldment.

We  can  determine  the  measure  in  which  divine  Consciousness  is  becoming  our  individual
consciousness by the degree in which our interests are less personal and less involved primarily with our
family or friends and begin to include the world. 

A few thousand people can change the history of the world and transform human consciousness into
divine Consciousness.  The spiritualness of consciousness will be through the activity of a remnant who
know the truth, learn how to apply and live it, and watch it work first on an individual scale and later on a
broader scale. 

Behind  the  physical  or  visible  world,  God,  infinite  divine  Consciousness,  is  pushing  Itself  into
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expression as individual consciousness and bringing to light the love of God and the love of neighbour.  As
individual consciousness becomes imbued with the Divine, ultimately some-one or some-'ten,' may come
to the fullness of that divine Consciousness and lift the whole world.  

When a person is  living an everyday human life  and,  for one reason or  another,  is  turned to  the
spiritual life or to a search for God, he is not the one seeking the Light: it is the Light seeking to break
through to him.  It is not really seeking to break through to him, for the light is always there, always
available, but in one way or another he has become prepared for the influx of that Light.

In the same way, this light of spiritual Being is breaking through human consciousness collectively so
that  generation  after  generation  man's  state  of  consciousness  becomes  more  and more  a  transparency
through which this light can come.

Few realise to what extent they are blinded by superstitious orthodoxy.  There is only one answer to
the question, ''What is God?'' and that answer is,  ''I AM.''  God is the mind and the life of the individual.
Any mental hedging or inner reservation on this subject will result in ultimate failure.  There is but one
universal I whether it be spoken by Jesus Christ or John Smith.  When Jesus revealed, ''He that sees me
sees Him that sent me,''   He was revealing a universal truth or principle.  There must be no quibbling
about this.  You either understand this truth or you do not--- and if you do not, there is no need for us to
seek until we are ready to begin to renounce our will to the Great One who is within us and is really our
Eternal being.  The God within us is the Only I.  The next question is?  

What Is Man?

The answer is that man is idea, body, manifestation.  My body is idea, or manifestation.  Likewise my
business, home wealth.--- these exist as idea, manifestation or expression.  For this reason and for no other,
my body is the exact image and likeness of my consciousness and reflects or expresses qualities , character,
and nature of my own consciousness of existence.

On The Third Day I Am Perfected!

''And He said  to  them,  Go tell  that  fox,  Behold,  I  cast  out  demons  and accomplish  cures  today and
tomorrow, and the THIRD day I am perfected; Luke 13:32. Darby.

''And He said to them: God tell that fox: Behold, I cast out devils and do cures, today and tomorrow, and
the  third day  I am consummated.''  Luke 13:32. DRB.  = Consummate = to complete or finish, Collins
Dictionary.  

To my way of thinking the above verses are telling us plainly that there is to be a change up both in
our way of thinking and what is to take place in the last day consummation as regards demons or devils.
We have touched on this subject in previous posts.  Now if you are a  completely literal believer in the
KJV and have no regard for the  allegorical we will probably receive the horse laugh, but if we are a
follower of truth it is to be expected that truth will bring opposition.   In our experience we have found that
truth is to be found in the most unorthodox places. The crafty fox is of course referring to Herod.  Demons
etc. were a well practised event not only in the time of Jesus, but many of us in the past while we were
practising in our 30 and 60 fold way of thinking, we knew well of these experiences.  Now is the time for a
change up in our practice and experience.  ''On the third day I finish (complete) my course.'' 

The Third Day things we are sharing will only be received if we are open minded and are hungering
and thirsting after end-time understanding and experience.  Now to go a little deeper, we realise that many
are of the opinion that the adversary is a power completely separate from ourselves and has been given a
title of personification, commonly known as satan or the devil by many.  We beg to differ from this view
and so we present to you the following to consider the following quote.  By the way, if you can agree with
it, ''a day with the Lord is as a thousand years'' if this is true then we are now in the third day since the
beginning of Christianity.   No matter how unpopular it may be to some the following informs us of a much
needed truth.
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Quote ''Whatever God, the One, has made is good, and like the great first Cause, the seven spirits are
all  good, and everything that comes from their creative hands is good.  Now, all  created things have
colours, tones, and forms of their own; but certain tones, though good and pure themselves, when mixed,
produce in-harmonies, discordant tones.  And certain things, though good and pure, when mixed, produce
discordant things, yea, poisonous things, that men call evil things.  So evil is the inharmonious blending of
the colours, tones, or forms of good.  Now man is not all-wise, and yet has will his own.  He has the power,
and he uses it, to mix God's good things in a multitude of ways, and every day he makes discordant sounds,
and evil things.  And every tone and form, be it of good, or ill, becomes a living thing, a demon, sprite, or
spirit of a good or vicious kind.  Man makes his devil thus; and then becomes afraid of him and flees; his
devil is emboldened, follows him away and casts him into torturing fires.  The devil and the burning fires
are both the works of man, and none can put the fires out and dissipate the evil one, but man who made
them both''.  Unquote.

If you have read this carefully it shows us the power of the natural carnal mind.

''It takes a lot of courage to release the familiar and seemingly secure, to embrace the new.  But
there is no real security in what is no longer meaningful.  There is more security in the adventurous
and exciting, for in movement there is life, and in change there is power.''  Alan Cohen.

And on the third day,  ''I AM perfected''  ''I AM consummated'' I finish and complete My course''.
On the third day I AM doing a NEW THING!  This we have mentioned a number of times in the past.  

Whilst  on the  topic  of  the  Last  Day,  or  as  some may prefer,  the  Latter  Day we would  also  add the
following! 

''who are kept by the power of God through faith  for salvation ready to be revealed in the LAST
TIME.''  1Peter1:5.  New King James Version. 

Who, by the power of God are kept, through faith, for that salvation, which will be seen at the last
day. 1Pet 1:5.  Bible in basic English.

Many Bible believers would try to explain this particular verse to suit their own way of understanding,
but we would challenge you to read it very closely and believe it like it is.  You can go to almost any
translation and you will see that exactly the same inference is implied.  To give more persuasion to our
theme the Amplified would also tell us that 1Pet 5:1, would read as follows. 

''I WARN and counsel the elders among you (the pastors and spiritual guides of the church) as a
fellow elder and as an eyewitness [called to testify] of the sufferings of Christ, as well as a sharer in the
glory (the honor and splendor) that is TO BE revealed (disclosed, unfolded):''  1Peter 5:1. Amplified.

The Great Things That Has God Prepared For Them That Love Him!

''But as it is written, "Eye has not seen, nor ear heard," nor has it entered into the heart of man,  "the
things which God has prepared for those who love Him."  1Cor 2:9.  MKJV.

''No, as it is written, what no eye has ever seen, what no ear has ever heard, what never entered the
mind of man, God has prepared all that for those who love him.''  1Cor 2:9. Moffatt New Testament. 

''That's why we have this Scripture text:  No one's ever seen or heard anything like this, Never so
much as imagined anything quite like it--  What God has arranged for those who love him.''   1Cor 2:9.
The Message. 
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We could go in many directions with a heading like the above.  But what a wonderful few words these are.
What great things God has prepared for them that love Him.  The answer is simply the actual experience of
realising that when the scripture has declared a number of times ''Ye are God's''  now the truth of this is
that deep within each of us is that we are actually ''The Offspring Of Divinity''

''For in Him we live and move and have our being, as also certain of your own poets have said, For
we are also His offspring.''   Acts 17:28. MKJV.  

''for in him we live, and move, and have our being; as certain even of your own poets have said,
For we are also His offspring.''  Acts 17:28.  American Standard.

This truth is actually nailed down a number of times if we care to search it out.  Yes this what we are
declaring to you is deep within every man's being, but it cannot be found with our five natural senses, this
is why we are to FEEL AFTER HIM within our very being.

From Glory To Glory!

Hid within the Son of Man, we see,
A glorious Son-ship Company;

A company transformed, and vast,
Who shall express His Life at last;

This involution, Deep within,
Is loosing from all outward sin.

For in this alteration now begun,
An inward process of the Son.
Brings evolution so complete,

That the adverse throne He doth unseat;
Fulfilling all redemption's plan,
Salvation for the Tri-part man.

First a change within the human soul,
That penetrates the outer whole;

An incarnation of His life,
That gives surcease from stress and strife;

Expression of the Christ within,
Bring evolution into HIM.

Thus en-clothed within and clothed upon,
The evolution of the sons;

 Clearly arising in full view,
To stand completely in the new;
A metamorphose from the old,
To realms of glory yet untold.

                                                                                           By,  Dora Van Assen.
Known As We Are Known!

The following is directly from something we wrote in 2016, which we feel would dovetail with what has
already been shared so far. 

''After we resigned from the denomination we were part of, a little later the Spirit of God led us out of
the Church we were overseeing, we then shifted to Ipswich Qld  Australia.  One morning I was reading
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John 3:3.  
     ''Jesus answered and said unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born  again, he
cannot see the kingdom of God.''  KJV.
     When I reached the word again a soft impression spoke softly within & said 'go to you concordance', I
was quite comfortable & was not relishing making the effort of arising & fishing out the concordance etc.
Once again the same quiet voice spoke & I not thinking that it was important & already knowing that the
word again meant from above did not flinch, then to my dismay a third time the voice of the Lord both in
Spirit & audibly in an authoritative powerful order, which was an inward shout but also sounded outward,
'go to your concordance'! Believe you me, this time as you can imagine without any delay whatsoever I
obeyed immediately & was given one of the greatest spiritual discoveries I have ever received.  This below
is what I found concerning the word ABOVE.
     # G509 anothen  an'-o-then From G507; from above; by analogy from the first; by implication anew: -
from above, again, from the beginning (very first), the top.

    What is the realisation of our beginning, & would Job 38:7 have any bearing on our very beginning, the
very first or the top or the apex of our experience?  Allow me to cite from the KJV. 
      ''When the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy?''  Job 38:7. KJV. 

     The word morning incorporates the meaning, - at the very first break of day – also the word joy would
contain the meaning  - to split the ears with sound -  So we are now realising that the true complete new
birth is  not  just  a  doctrinal  literal  law but  a  far,  far  reaching,  'original  beginning of  the  morning'
experience.  To elaborate on this please allow me to quote once again from George Hawtin.
     

'' A story is told of a barefoot farm lad who loved to look across the distant valleys as the sun was
setting to a little house with windows of shining gold.  One day with lunch in his pocket he set off across
the great valley to see the house with the golden windows.  He told the kind lady who met him at the door
that he had come from across the valley to see the golden windows of her house.  ''Ah,'' she said, we are
much too poor to have golden windows, and besides glass gives much more light, but stay with us until the
morning and I will show you a house with golden windows.''  And when the sun arose in the morning, she
pointed far across the valley to his own little home where the windows shone like gold in the rays of the
rising sun.  So it is also in the spiritual realm.  We hear of the new birth and we think we understand
it....We mistake conversion for the  full new birth, and believing for receiving.  We have seen through a
glass darkly, but mists that have hung like shrouds upon the shoulders of the distant peaks sublime are
fleeing away before the rising sun of righteousness that we may know as we are known.  As sure as we
breathe,  a new day is  dawning;  a dispensation is  at  hand.  The weakness and unprofitableness of the
dispensation of grace in which men only walked in faith is giving way to the  kingdom age when all men
shall know the Lord from the least to the greatest, and the knowledge of the Lord shall fill the earth as the
waters cover the sea. The complete new birth is becoming a reality''.  This all has to do with,

The Replacement Of The Ten Commandments! 

Ralph Knowles, January. 2020.      

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

and also at
http://sigler.org/RalphKnowles/

Trust that this finds you in the high fellowship of God & His blessings.  To those who are open hearted &
are listening, blessings to you.  There is always a higher place to be realised within.  This is something that
is never ending.
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